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What a powerful Five Poisons Powder! 

Tian Gui immediately recognized what kind of method it was. To be able to do 
it, there was no one else other than Wudu Sect. 

"People from the Wudu Sect?" 

Tian Gui said in surprise, but he did not retreat. Although he was surprised 
that Wudu Sect appeared here, that was all. 

"If you know our reputation, then hurry up and scram!" 

Su Cancan reprimanded him harshly, but she did not step forward. 

She was well aware of the strength of this enemy in front of her. With just their 
methods alone, they should be unable to do anything to him. 

They also didn't know how Chen Cheng found the person with Tianying Sect, 
but this time they really met big trouble. 

"I thought it was some expert, but since it's someone from the Wudu Sect, 
then I even more so can't leave. There is a saying that goes, when enemies 
meet, their eyes will turn red. I once swore that as long as it was someone 
who saw Wudu Sect, they would be killed without exception! " Tian Gui was 
not only unafraid, he was also eager to give it a try. 

How could Su Cancan know what grudges and grievances Tian Gui had with 
Wudu Sect. However, it was not a big news for a sect like theirs, even if they 
had some similar situations. 

"If you want to die, don't blame us for being impolite!" 

The Five Poisons Powder from before was only an appetizer. They didn't 
really expect that they could beat Tian Gui with just this. 

The few people on their side of the Wudu Sect all carried a lot of random 
things with them. Every single one of them were weapons of mass destruction 



that could walk on their own human form, and it could be said that they were 
in no way inferior to any modern weapon. 

"Boasting shamelessly!" 

Tian Gui sneered. He could also tell that this little girl should be their leader. 
Capture the thief first and capture the king. As long as he could capture her, 
the remaining people would not be a threat. 

He suddenly rushed towards Su Cancan. Tian Gui might be fat, but he was 
very quick. He was like an agile marmot, and his fat body was doing 
something that didn't fit him very well. 

Su Cancan was also prepared. Without her weapon, she quickly jumped back 
and dodged Tian Gui's attack. Then, where she had just jumped, a mass of 
black smoke suddenly came out from the ground and rushed towards Tian 
Gui. 

Tian Gui was originally rushing forward, but when he saw the situation, he 
twisted in the air and changed his direction. This move really scared Su 
Cancan. 

However, she didn't have the time to think about it. She quickly prepared for 
her next move. 

The martial brothers beside him also brought out their personal skills. Five 
different-colored little snakes were released. Once these little guys appeared, 
they quickly locked onto their target. 

Their movements were as fast as lightning, and these snakes had bright 
colors on their bodies. One could tell with a single glance that they were not to 
be touched. 

If one was unlucky enough to be bitten by them, one would most likely die 
immediately. 

"An insignificant skill!" 

Tian Gui sneered. He kicked the ground and immediately bounced up. The 
few snakes also shrank their bodies and shot towards Tian Gui. 



Tian Gui moved his claws a few times in the air and the little snake hissed. 
Then, it fell onto the ground. Taking a closer look, Tian Gui had already torn 
them into two. 

These snakes are not just venomous. No part of their bodies could be touched 
as one pleases. 

But Tian Gui not only ripped them apart with his claws, there was even a lot of 
snake blood splattering all over his body. The snake blood was just as strong 
as acid, instantly burning a hole in his clothes. 

However, Tian Gui didn't think so. Even after he tore off the piece of cloth, he 
acted as if nothing had happened. 

Su Cancan looked at his claws in surprise. His hands were shining with a 
silver light, as if there was something on them. Could this be the thing that 
was resisting the venom? 

"Your poison is useless against me. You can use whatever ability you have. 
Back then, I suffered a loss once at your hands, so I won't suffer another 
loss!" 

Tian Gui laughed. If it was another sect, he might have had more trouble, but 
this Wudu Sect really was like a blind cat running into a dead mouse, meeting 
its number one powerful enemy. 

Of course, Su Cancan could not accept it. She hardened her heart, took out a 
small bottle from her body, and threw it on the ground. 

A pungent white smoke spread out from within, quickly covering the entire 
area. 

When Su Cancan saw the smoke, she immediately covered her nose and 
mouth. This white smoke seemed to have a strong corrosive property 
wherever it went. Even the books began to fade under the influence of the 
smoke. 

The metal cup emitted a hissing sound upon encountering the smoke, and 
then began to shrink and soften. 

Tian Gui was shocked when he saw that and quickly jumped back. 



How could a human's body withstand such strong corrosion? As long as a part 
of it was touched, the body would probably be crippled. 

The white smoke separated Tian Gui and Su Cancan. Although he was 
unhappy, Tian Gui didn't want to directly collide with the white smoke. That 
was purely giving him trouble. 

Tian Ying was still playing cat and mouse with Wu Tian. However, Wu Tian 
was at the end of his tether. He clearly felt that his body was about to 
collapse. 

Tian Ying's claws scratched Tian Ying's back, causing a few wounds. The 
huge wounds continuously bled outside, making Tian Ying even more 
bloodthirsty and excited. 

"Little brat, keep running. Don't stop. If you stop, I'll immediately tear you into 
pieces!" 

Even if he didn't say anything, Wu Tian wouldn't listen. If he stopped, he 
would die. 

However, this office was at most this big. Wu Tian looked ahead and saw that 
he had been forced into a corner. Outside the office was a distance of 
hundreds of meters. There was nowhere for him to run. 

He turned around and saw Su Cancan on the other side. Her condition was 
not much better than his. Wu Tian gritted his teeth and rushed towards a 
piece of glass. 

Tian Ying looked at his actions coldly. He stood there without moving as Wu 
Tian broke through the glass wall and jumped down from the window. 

"Such a high height, did he really think he was a bird? If he fell, there would 
only be a pile of mud!" 

"How is Tian Ying?" 

Tian Gui also rushed over at this time. He felt that there wasn't much point in 
continuing to fight with the Wudu Sect people, it would be more appropriate to 
take care of the proper business first. 

Tian Ying pouted at the broken glass wall, "He jumped …" 
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In a way, this guy was smart. Suicide was better than being killed by both of 
them. 

However, Tian Ying and Tian Gui's goal had finally been achieved. As for how 
Wu Tian died, it didn't matter to them. 

"Alright, since the mission has been completed, let's go." 

The two of them did not delay any further and hurriedly jumped out of the 
window. 

Loong Yun was hiding in a corner, watching everything with her mouth agape. 
She still clearly remembered the scene where Wu Tian jumped down. 

As soon as the enemies left, she jumped to the side of the glass wall and 
looked down with all her might, shouting Wu Tian's name at the top of her 
lungs. 

"Young Master, Young Master!" 

Loong Yun's tears started to fall. Su Cancan also rushed over when she heard 
the sound. When she saw the sound, she was also stunned. 

How is this possible, is Wu Tian already dead? 

But if he jumped down from such a high place, how could he not die? 

Su Cancan's first thought was that if Wu Tian died, then his Wu Family was 
finished. 

"Wu Tian, Wu Tian!" 

The two of them shouted out a few times, but there was no response from the 
audience below. Loong Yun stood up in a daze. Then, just as she was about 
to jump down from this place, Su Cancan pulled her back. 

"What are you doing?!" 

"The young master fell down and I have to go save him!" 



Loong Yun seemed to have lost her mind at this moment. She had no idea 
how terrifying it would be to say such a thing. 

"You are courting death!" 

Su Cancan yelled at her, but she couldn't pull Loong Yun away no matter how 
hard she tried. She simply kicked her in and into a pile of plants and potted 
plants. 

She was not happy about it, but at this time, Su Cancan could only stand up 
and take on Wu Tian's responsibility. 

"Young master, how could this be? How am I supposed to explain this to the 
lord? How am I supposed to …" 

Loong Yun muttered to herself. She still had no way of getting out of this 
situation. 

It happened too suddenly and no one expected it to end like this. 

Su Cancan leaned blankly against the wall and collapsed limply to the ground. 
Her brain felt like it had been blown up by a bomb. She couldn't think of 
anything. 

"Quick, hold my hand!" 

Wu Tian's voice suddenly came out from that part of the glass wall. Loong 
Yun and Su Cancan suddenly looked towards that direction as if they had 
been coaxed. 

They saw a hand lying on its side. His hand was covered with blood, but it 
was moving. 

Su Cancan was stunned and immediately recognized that it was Wu Tian's 
hand. She and Loong Yun rushed to the side of the glass wall at almost the 
same time and held his hand tightly. 

The two of them looked down and found that Wu Tian had fallen outside the 
glass wall. His hand gripped the other handle tightly, causing him to be unable 
to fall down. 

Luckily, those two people didn't come over to check. Otherwise, Wu Tian 
might have died. 



Loong Yun's heart was about to stop beating. This pleasant shock had dealt a 
huge blow to her. She almost forgot to breathe and forgot about everything. 
She just quickly pulled Wu Tian up. 

"Heavens, I was really scared to death just now. I thought I was really going to 
die …" 

Wu Tian actually laughed and retorted. Su Cancan was still looking at Wu 
Tian in disbelief with her eyes wide open. 

At this time, Loong Yun had already started crying loudly. She grabbed onto 
Wu Tian and refused to let go no matter what. 

"What's wrong with all of you? Why aren't you saying anything? Do you really 
think I'm dead? I'm not a ghost!" 

Wu Tian knew that the two of them must be extremely scared. Thus, he 
quickly went on and on. He wanted them to relax. 

In the end, he didn't expect that Su Cancan would fall to the ground with a 
thump and lose consciousness. 

By daybreak, the chaos at the top floor had already disappeared. 

The news of Wu Tian's accident had also spread throughout the company. Of 
course, he wasn't too badly hurt, just that there were a few wounds on his 
back. 

Wu Tian was hiding in a secret room and taking care of Su Cancan. 

There were a few people with Wudu Sect at the side. They had already given 
medicine to Su Cancancheng and said that she would wake up soon. 

"Master, Azure Dragon has called several times already. They want to know 
how you are …" 

Loong Yun's mood had already returned to normal, and she looked exactly the 
same as before. 

"Tell him I'm dead, and spread the news. The more true it is, the better it is!" 
Wu Tian, on the other hand, felt that it would be better if he pretended to be 
dead. 



After all, the enemy would not attack the dead a second time. That way, he 
wouldn't have to worry about his safety. Moreover, Chen Cheng definitely had 
other moves behind him. If he was still alive, it was very possible that he 
would be afraid and not use them. 

"Good!" "But that's what I told Azure Dragon, he insisted on seeing people's 
dead bodies …" 

Azure Dragon wasn't someone that was easy to deal with. If he didn't see Wu 
Tian's death, he definitely wouldn't believe it. 

At this time, he was already screaming about coming to the company to 
check, and it took Loong Yun a lot of effort to comfort him. 

"Then I'll have to rely on you. I can't reveal my whereabouts at all. As for 
grandpa, try to let him know later. I'm afraid that Old Master's body isn't strong 
enough." 

He also did not expect that his subordinates would have such an intense 
reaction. He felt very gratified in his heart. 

"Young Master, don't worry. Just leave these matters to me." 

Loong Yun nodded and quickly left the room. 

In this place, only a few people knew about it, and within the Wu Group 
company, no one knew about this secret room. 

This was something that Su Cancan had personally crafted. She was doing it 
just in case something unexpected happened, and the furnishings and things 
inside were all part of their Wudu Sect. It could be considered a secret little 
stronghold for them. 

"Seniors, I really have to thank you for your hard work this time. Are you all 
injured?" 

Wu Tian said apologetically to the brothers of Su Cancan. Although it wasn't 
the first time they met, it was the first time he came into contact with them. 

"You're too polite. You're Su Cancan's fiancé, so you're our brother-in-law. 
We're just helping our own family." 

The other senior brothers smiled at each other and winked at Wu Tian. 



"Don't say it like that. Grandfather set this down. It's really hard to say how it 
will be in the future …" 

Seeing that they were so easy to talk to, Wu Tian felt relieved. 
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Even though there were always a few older senior brothers by a girl's side. It 
was a little strange. 

But if it weren't for these senior brothers, perhaps Su Cancan wouldn't be able 
to be taken care of like this now. 

Wu Tian had never been clear about the rules within their Wudu Sect or what 
other things they had. It could be said that he knew very little. 

And this time, another Tianying Sect suddenly appeared, as if it was very 
powerful. 

"Senior Brothers, this Tianying Sect? What exactly is it... Was there a reason 
they sought us out this time? " 

Coincidentally, Su Cancan's senior brother had told her about the Tianying 
Sect earlier. Therefore, Wu Tian was afraid that these senior brothers would 
know more. Thus, Wu Tian took this opportunity to quickly go and ask. 

"About that, it's a long story …" The other senior brothers looked at each 
other, scratched their heads, and seemed to be hesitating whether they 
should tell this to Wu Tian or not. 

"We don't need to hide it anymore. Just say whatever you want to say." 

"We all listen to your eldest senior brother!" 

The determination of a leader finally allowed them all to be at ease. 

"Actually, our Wudu Sect is not just in the martial arts world, there are other 
sects as well, and this Tianying Sect is one of them. However, neither of our 
sects are considered to be part of the famous Orthodox Church … "Of course, 
that's what those people said …" 



When they talked about the righteous sects, they all started laughing. They 
knew clearly in their hearts that in front of the true righteous sects, they were 
just unorthodox and could not show their worth. 

However, in their hearts, their Wudu Sect was no worse than those righteous 
sects. 

"I thought all the wuxia novels I read in the past were all fake … So there 
really are so many sects. How come I've never heard of them before? " 

Wu Tian was curious about this point. If these things really did exist, then why 
was there no news at all? Or, they were all very careful and didn't want to 
reveal their information at all. 

"Actually, this is all because there are too few people willing to train in this 
sect. Even the disciples of those famous sects are becoming less and less 
every year. No one is paying any attention to this anymore. Most people like 
to earn money now …" 

This was the truth. In this era, the sect system was getting weaker and 
weaker, and modern things had replaced many things that they needed to 
cultivate in order to get. Naturally, there were very few people who would 
acknowledge and study under them. 

"So that's how it is …" Then this, what is the origin of the Tianying Sect? " 

Wu Tian continued to be quick to learn. Although most people thought this 
way, he already skipped the first step, which meant that he didn't need to use 
all of his effort to earn money, as the wealth of Wu Family was more than 
enough for him to spend for his entire lifetime. 

However, he was very interested in cultivation. Which ancient emperor didn't 
wish to live forever? Wu Tian didn't mean that he wanted to live forever, but 
he also wanted to be stronger and more powerful physically. 

Firstly, he would be healthier, and secondly, he would be able to protect the 
people he loved more. 

From this point of view, cultivating for this matter was not a loss at all. 

"Tianying Sect was passed down from the Western Region. It has a history of 
hundreds of years, and can be considered to be one of the few sects with 



relatively decent development. It's mainly because they do everything, and 
now they're more like a gang of hooligans... " 

"That's right, that's right, our master said that it's best not to provoke people 
from the Tianying Sect, and it's not because they're particularly powerful, but 
because they're like locusts. If you can't kill them all at once, they'll come and 
bother you again and again." 

Wu Tian was happy to hear it, "Isn't this the same as Red Power …" 

"If you say so, then they are much stronger, and will usually take on some 
work, like kidnapping, assassination, robbing, or stealing. I tell you, there is no 
one who wouldn't do that, even their elders. As long as you have money, you 
can ask them for help." 

Speaking of elders, Wu Tian became interested again, as if the two people 
who attacked them this time were Tianying Sect's elders. 

"Then these two this time …" 

"Hey, Tian Gui and Tian Ying, they are Tianying Sect elders and aren't 
particularly powerful. However, they have been the elders for many years 
already. It's really hard for us to deal with the two of them. " 

Although they were not willing to admit it, the disciples of Wudu Sect still 
admitted it very straightforwardly. If they couldn't beat him, then so be it. 

Tianying Sect experts in external martial arts, especially in the area of kicks 
and punches, could be said to be the best in terms of their Heavenly Hawk 
Claws. 

Wu Tian had already experienced this before, the wound on his back still hurt 
a bit. 

"Fortunately, I got lucky this time around. I don't think they will come over in a 
short period of time to cause trouble, but it isn't good to let them do as they 
please!" If we have the chance, we still have to think of a way to get rid of 
them! " 

Wu Tian thought about it for a while and felt that he couldn't just let this matter 
go. 



"At the moment, we really shouldn't act rashly. We should contact our master 
first. Once he arrives, things might be easier." 

"Master?" 

Wu Tian couldn't help but start to imagine what this aloof and cold Miss Su's 
master would be like. 

Or perhaps, it could be said that what kind of master taught such a disciple … 

"I wonder how that old man is doing recently?" "I heard it seems like a 
vacation by the sea …" 

A few disciples also started to sigh with emotion. Actually, they shouldn't have 
been at this place, but their master was worried that Su Cancan's Wu Family 
might be in danger, so he specially sent them here. They could also be 
considered to have gone through experience. 

"Then I must thank him well if I see him." 

"Old man?" 

"Yes, is something wrong?" Wu Tian heard that there was something wrong 
with their tone. Could he have said something wrong? 

"My master is very young. Don't think that he will be very old just because he's 
our master. He's only around forty years old. Don't you dare call him old in 
front of him. Otherwise, be careful of him slapping you." 

The senior brothers giggled as they looked at each other, as if recalling some 
embarrassing things from the past. 

"In his forties?" She's way too young … She was only ten or twenty years 
older than them … 

"That's right, that's right!" You definitely won't be able to recognize our Master 
Su Wenxin if you see her. She's dressed very stylishly! " 

"Su Wenxin?" Was their master a woman? 
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Wu Tian was even more surprised when he heard the result. 

He had thought that Su Cancan's master would be a stubborn and hot-
tempered old man, which was why he had handed over the ice-cold and 
beautiful Su Cancan Cancan. 

Although this result was somewhat out of his expectations, this Master Su 
Wenxin, being a woman and still very young, seemed to be able to explain 
why Su Cancan was acting this way. 

As a strong woman … Most of the time, strong women would have more of a 
personality. 

"So that's how it is …" 

Wu Tian nodded as if he had thought of something. They casually chatted for 
a while. Suddenly, Su Cancan coughed and woke up. 

"Cancan, you're finally awake." 

Wu Tian said in surprise. At the same time, his seniors also surrounded Su 
Cancan's bed, blocking out the light outside. 

"Why are all of you gathered here? I can barely breathe …" 

Although Su Cancan didn't seem to be in the mood to speak, she still 
possessed some strength after all. It seemed like she was fine. 

"It's good that you're fine. I was worried that something might have happened 
to you, afraid that you'd be hurt by those two strange old men …" 

If she was really hurt, then Wu Tian would be the first one to blame for it. 

"It's good that you're fine!" Su Cancanran looked at Wu Tian's lively 
appearance and let out a long sigh. She slowly sat up and said, "Don't worry, I 
was a little anxious at the time. It should be fine now." 

"You should probably observe and rest more. You've been tired recently. If 
you have anything to do, leave it to us." 



The Senior Martial Brother and the rest were still very concerned about Su 
Cancanhua and treated her as their little sister. 

"Thank you, senior brothers. Are you injured?" 

Su Cancan smiled at her senior brothers and asked in concern. 

Wu Tian looked at her expression in surprise. This was the first time he saw 
Su Cancan show such an expression to someone. 

So she can laugh too. So Su Cancan cares about others as well … 

He had always thought that this guy was just an idiot. She would treat anyone 
like this, but it turned out that she wasn't the only one looking at people. 

"What should we do next?" 

After they finished chatting, it was time to get down to business. Su Cancan 
looked at the situation and knew that if Wu Tian was here, it wouldn't be so 
easy to get out. 

This was a secret room that they had constructed by themselves. Other than 
the people from Wudu Sect, no one else knew anything about it. 

Wu Tian appearing here was equivalent to treating him as her person. 

"I don't know what to do, this time we don't have the initiative, let's just wait for 
them to make their move first." "Oh yeah, we still have to let them continue 
with what I've arranged before. Whether it's the company or Azure Dragon, we 
have to continue with it. Otherwise, our efforts will be in vain." 

Wu Tian didn't have any particularly clear thoughts at the moment, and it was 
mainly because of the sudden appearance of someone with Tianying Sect. 
This huge change left him somewhat at a loss as to what was going on. 

"Then that's all we can do now, but we shouldn't have to worry too much, even 
the Tianying Sect elders wouldn't be able to find this place." 

Su Cancan was quite at ease with the safety of this place. If it weren't for their 
Wudu Sect, it would have been impossible to find this place. 

"It just so happens that I've been busy all this time. Now I can finally take a 
reasonable rest. No one can say anything." 



Wu Tian suddenly felt that this method seemed pretty good. If it was before, 
he definitely wouldn't have put down his work so boldly. 

But now, he could, because to the outside world, he was already officially 
dead. 

"What if Chen Cheng doesn't believe you? After all, if he didn't see your 
corpse, you might still be alive." 

Su Cancan was a little worried. Chen Cheng was an old cunning fox. It 
wouldn't be that easy to trick him into passing. 

"If there's no corpse, then let's make one of them. You should know how to do 
this, right?" 

Wu Tian said disapprovingly. In any case, as long as it had that kind of 
meaning, it didn't have to be very real. It was impossible for him, Chen Cheng, 
to run over and see if this test was real or fake. 

"It's been so long, where are we going to get the corpses? Also, let me tell 
you, our Wudu Sect is not doing this kind of thing, we're not a funeral parlor." 

Su Cancan immediately pouted her lips and her face darkened. Although she 
was very respectful towards Wu Tian, she was the first to not accept it if 
someone said anything bad about their Wudu Sect. 

"Sorry, sorry, I really didn't know …" Seeing this, Wu Tian quickly apologized. 
This young miss had saved his life, there was no need for him to be so hostile 
towards her. 

"In any case, you guys can decide on this matter. In any case, the more 
realistic it is, the better it is." Then I'll contact Nangong Ying in private. If Chen 
Cheng knew that I was dead, he would definitely be unable to hold back and 
come out to buy our assets. When that time comes, it will be time for us to 
take action. " 

This was called luring a snake out of its hole. If Chen Cheng continued to hide 
like that and did not make a move, Wu Tian and the others wouldn't be able to 
make a move against him so the easiest way was to let him reveal himself. 

"You, you're really bold. Fine, we'll listen to everything you say." 



Su Cancan was impressed by this guy. He was really heartless. Wu Tian 
never seemed to be afraid of anything. Everything he did was like walking on 
a tightrope, and it looked like he was about to fall at any moment. 

After finishing their idle chatter, Su Cancanzhan left with her seniors. Their 
intelligence work still needed to be done, so they had to investigate the two 
elders from Tianying Sect carefully. 

Then they would find a way to recover the face they had lost. 

The initially bustling secret room suddenly became quiet. Wu Tian wandered 
around and had nothing to do, so he directly slept in the secret room. 

After an unknown amount of time, Wu Tian felt like the door to the secret room 
opened, as if a tall and thin figure walked in. 

He felt extremely sleepy and continued to sleep without taking a good look at 
his surroundings. 

This person was wearing high heels and walked towards him step by step. 
She stood beside Wu Tian and looked at him carefully before covering him 
with a piece of clothing. 

In his half asleep state, Wu Tian could only smell a faintly discernible 
fragrance that made his heart feel very comfortable. 

This person was sitting beside Wu Tian and didn't move at all. She didn't 
seem to be any threat to Wu Tian. 

 


